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“How has the exclusion of the female half of this country damaged U.S. foreign policy? Let me count the ways — from ignoring a North Vietnamese peace initiative because it was headed by a woman to excluding the violence against females that is the normalizer of all violence. This country is fighting poisonous growths, yet leaving their roots intact. From now on, no debate about national or global policy can proceed without reading The Hillary Doctrine by Valerie Hudson and Patricia Leidl. It is the first book about high level efforts to create a foreign policy as if women mattered.”

—Gloria Steinem

“Thoughtful and nuanced... I highly recommend [The Hillary Doctrine] to anybody interested in elevating women’s voices in world affairs, as well as the practicalities of day-to-day U.S. foreign policymaking.”

—Micah Zenko, Newsweek

“Highly relevant.” —Gideon Rachman, Financial Times

“I recommend it.” —Nicholas Kristof, The New York Times
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